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Certificates Used in Cisco SSM On-Prem Data Exchanges  
This document discusses the content of the registration and synchronization request message and response files, and 
describes the data contained within those files. The intent of this document is to provide a method of independently 
verifying the data exchanged between Cisco Smart Software Manager (Cisco SSM) and the SSM On-Prem solution.  
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Table of Acronyms: 

LCS Cisco License Crypto Service software module used for decoding and encoding X.509 certificates, and 
sign the files transferred between Cisco SSM and SSM On-Prem. 

CA In cryptography, a certificate authority or certification authority (CA) is an entity that issues digital 
certificates. A digital certificate certifies the ownership of a public key by the named subject of the 
certificate. 

CSR Certificate Signing Request; a specially formatted encrypted message sent from a Secure Sockets Layer 
(SSL) digital certificate applicant to a certificate authority (CA). 

X.509 Digital Certificate widely accepted international X.509 public key infrastructure (PKI) standard to 
verify that a public key belongs to the user, computer or service identity contained within the 
certificate. 
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Overview 
After deploying a Cisco SSM On-Prem as an appliance within a network, the SSM On-Prem must be registered with 
Cisco SSM to a target Virtual Account within a Cisco Smart Account. 

NOTE: For additional information on installing and configuring the Cisco products and solutions, refer to 
the appropriate User Guide(s). 

During steady state operation, use the default SSM On-Prem synchronize schedule to exchange license usage 
information with Cisco SSM every 30 days. This ensures the license entitlement and usage is accurately reflected.  
By default, if the Cisco SSM On-Prem has not synchronized with Cisco SSM for 30 days, the Cisco SSM On-Prem 
will post an overdue alert messages starting on day 32. Email alerts may be received if this option is selected within 
the Preferences setting at Cisco SSM. If a Cisco SSM On-Prem has not synchronized with Cisco SSM for 1 year 
(365 days), then the SSM On-Prem and all product registrations to the SSM On-Prem will expire.   

Once Cisco SSM deems a SSM On-Prem as expired, the Cisco SSM On-Prem cannot be used to register new 
products, reregister existing products, nor synchronize the Cisco SSM On-Prem with Cisco SSM. The only way to 
recover the SSM On-Prem is to re-register the SSM On-Prem to CSSM. All products previously registered must be 
re-registered. 

Understanding Communication between Cisco SSM On-Prem and Cisco 
The following sections show example file formats and defines the components for each file for the purpose of 
verifying data integrity. 

 Registration Files , page 3 

Authorization File Contents, page 4 

 Synchronization Request File Contents, page 5 
 Synchronization Response File Contents, page 8 

 

During information exchanges with Cisco SSM On-Prem exchanges information with Cisco SSM by sending ‘files’ 
encoded in YAML text encrypted over HTTP as follows; 

 

 

Figure 1 Registration Process and handshake between a Cisco SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM 
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When initially registering a SSM On-Prem to Cisco SSM (Step 1-5) two files are exchanged between the SSM On-
Prem and Cisco SSM: 

• Registration File—The Cisco SSM On-Prem sends a registration request file to Cisco SSM. 

• Authorization File—After Cisco SSM receives and processes the registration request, Cisco SSM returns 
an authorization File back to the Cisco SSM On-Prem indicating that the SSM On-Prem has be registered 
with Cisco SSM. 

During synchronization with Cisco SSM (Step 7-9), the Cisco SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM exchange two 
additional files: 

• Synchronization Request File—The Cisco SSM On-Prem sends a synchronization request file to Cisco 
SSM. 

• Synchronization Response File—After Cisco SSM receives and processes the request, Cisco SSM returns 
a synchronization response file back to the Cisco SSM On-Prem indicating that the registration or 
synchronization has completed. 

These files are in text YML format, and can easily be inspected with a text reader. However, if a file has been 
modified, it will invalidate the files Hash (checksum) and will be rejected when processed. 

Registration Files Contents 

The Registration File, also known as the Registering Request File, has a number of Certificates Signing 
Requests (CSR) sent to Cisco SSM. For additional information on verifying CSRs, see the Verifying X.509 
Certificates section on page 12. 

Figure 2. Contents of the Registration File 

 

Table 1 Components and Certificates in the Registration File 
Component or Certificate Description 

:instance_id: This is a 128-bit Universally Unique IDentifier (UUID) for the Cisco SSM On-
Prem, standardized by the Open Software Foundation. For additional information, 
refer to IEEE RFC122). 

:exported_timestamp: This is the timestamp when Cisco created this image. 
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:lcs_csr: An offline or local LCS (License Crypto Service) resident along with a SSM On-
Prem sends this CSR. This CSR is not from an online and deployed LCS that is 
inside the Cisco internal network and used by Cisco SSM. 

:tg_csr: The Transport Gateway sends this CSR. A dual NIC requires two different 
certificates (tg and ssms): one per interface. 

:ssms_csr: The Cisco SSM On-Prem (Ruby/Rails applications) sends this CSR, and it is used 
by the Cisco SSM On-Prem GUI. 

Authorization File Contents 
Upon receiving the Registration File, Cisco SSM send an Authorization File, also called the Registration Response 
File, which has eight different certificates in the registration response. 

The local License Crypto Service (LCS) generates the CSR and puts it in the request file. In the authorization 
response, Cisco SSM includes the name of the local sub Certificate Authority (CA) that the local LCS uses to sign 
the ID certificate for product instance (PI) registration. For additional information on verifying CSRs, see the 
Verifying X.509 Certificates section on page 12. 

The following example (Figure 3) shows the content of the Authorization File Contents. 

Figure 3 Example Contents for the Authorization File 

 

Table 2 defines the certificates used in the Authorization File: 

Table 2. Authorization File Certificates 
Certificate Description 
:id_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem uses this certificate to identify all product instances. Cisco SSM 

uses this certificate to identify SSM On-Prems. This certificate is renewed every time the 
SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM synchronize. 

:sub_ca_cert: The licensing agent installed on any Cisco 
product uses this certificate to verify certificate's 
chain id_cert -> sub_ca -> licensing_root_ca in 
the SSM On-Prem application’s source code. 

:signing_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem uses this certificate to verify that the id_cert was signed by 
licensing_root_ca 

:local_sub_ca_cert_1_1: The local SSM On-Prem LCS and SSM On-Prem use this certificate to handle registrations 
for 4-Tier product instances  

For additional information on 3-Tier and 4-Tier certificates, see the Verifying 
Synchronization Response File  

The data in the Synchronization Response File are exchanged between the SSM On-Prem 
and Cisco SSM, and signed with one of the signing certificates listed in this document. To 
verify the content against the signature, use a cryptography library to extract the public key 
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from the signing certificate and then use the public key to verify the content against the 
signature.  

In the following example using Ruby: 

OpenSSL::X509::Certificate.new(Base64.decode64(signing_cert)).public_key.verify 
OpenSSL::Digest::SHA256.new, Base64.decode64(signature), content.to_s 

signing_cert: is the signing certificate and content is the content in the yml file 
(anything after the :data field pertains to the signature). The 
content must be converted into a SHA256 digest before 
signing the content and the SHA256 digest must be 
specified as a parameter when attempting to verify the 
certificates. 

The signing certificate and signature in the synchronization Files are Base64 encoded and 
must be decoded when verifying. 

Certificates section on page 11).  
The LCS uses this certificate to sign the id_cert when sending data to the PI. The 
registration response files returns the sub_ca_cert. 

:tg_ssl_cert: The Transport Gateway (TG) uses this certificate to accept secure connections and 
communicate over a secured connection (HTTPS). 

:tg_issuer_cert: The TG uses this certificate to establish CA issue hierarchy. For example, the licensing root 
certificate, embedded in TG source code, issues the tg_issuer_cert which issues the 
tg_ssl_cert. 

:satellite_cert: The online LCS uses this certificate to sign the local_sub_ca_cert_1_1 for the local offline 
LCS 

:ssms_ssl_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem uses this certificate to accept secure connections allowing the 
web browser to communicate to the SSM On-Prem over a secured connection (HTTPS). 

The Cisco SSM returns the Cisco Smart Account assigned and SSM On-Prem information (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Additional Information Sent in the Authorization File 

 
 

Synchronization Request File Contents 

When the Cisco SSM On-Prem synchronizes Cisco SSM, the SSM On-Prem sends a Synchronization Request File 
to Cisco SSM. This file contains information about registered PIs and license usage and sends CSRs with two 
certificates (id_cert, signing_cert) to Cisco SSM. 

:status: success
:uuid: 491a5670-9295-0135-cf27-0050568f1fb9   
:smart account: BU Production Test 
:account domain: buproductiontest.cisco.com 
:satellite name: sat-rest-003 
:last generated: 2017-Oct-13 22:42:03 UTC
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Figure 5 Synchronization Request File Components and Certificates 

 

Table 3 defines the components and certificates in the Synchronization Request File. 

Table 3 Components of the Synchronization Request File 
Component or Certificate Description 
:sync_version: This is the version of the synchronization code with Cisco SSM 
:ssms_version: This is version of the Cisco SSM On-Prem. 
:id_cert, signing_cert: Cisco SSM uses these certificates to verify that the SSM On-Prem is valid. 
:collector_id This is the UUID used to uniquely identify this SSM On-Prem 
:csr (lcs csr): This CSR is no longer used, but is included for backwards compatibility with older SSM 

On-Prems. 
:tg_csr: The Cisco SSM On-Prem sends this CSR to Cisco SSM if the IP address for the 

Administration workspaces or SSM On-Prem is restored to different host (different ip 
address). PI to TG 

:ssms_csr: The Cisco SSM On-Prem only sends this CSR to Cisco SSM if the administrator IP 
address changes or the SSM On-Prem is restored to a different host (different IP 
address). Browser to SSM On-Prem. 

:last-sync: This is the timestamp of the last time the SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM synchronized, 
and is used to identify the net new data since that synchronization.  

:last_generated: This is the timestamp of the last time the Synchronization Request File was generated, 
and is used to determine the delta product instances and licenses (entitlement and usage) 
from the last synchronization. 

:virtual_accounts: These are virtual accounts, PIs, and licenses registered in the SSM On-Prem. 

The following example shows a Synchronization Request File with the synchronization request (last_generated:) 
on 20 July 2017. The sync_version: is 2.0.0. 
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Figure 6. Contents of a Synchronization Response File 

 

Table 3 Components of the defines the Virtual Account section of the Synchronization Request File. 

Table 4 Components of the Synchronization Request File 
Component or 
Certificate 

Description 

:id: Unique number used to identify the Virtual Account the SSM on-Prem is registered to 

:name: The name given to the SSM On-Prem either at time of registration, or later if changed at 
Cisco SSM portal 

:product_instances: Starts the YAML section that identifies the products register to the SSM On-Prem 

:id: A unique number assigned by SSM On-Prem to identify one product instance. Each 
product instance will have a number assigned to it at the time the product is registered 

:is_active: True if the product is currently registered, or false if it is being removed from the Cisco 
Virtual Account 

:software_tag_identifier: The software tag as defined by ISO 19770, which identifies the product entitlement 

:udi_pid: The product identifier (PID)  

:hostname: The hostname configured on the product *See Note  

:ip_address: The IP address of the device using the license *See Note 

:mac_address: The MAC address of the device using the license *See Note 

:host_identifier: Not used 

:license: Starts the YAML section that list the license in use by the product 

:id: A unique number assigned by Cisco SSM On-Prem to identify license being  

:sync: 2.0.0,
:version: 2.0.0

:collector_id: 4cdd0470-e5e4-0132-a310-005056841670

:last_sync: 2017-Jun-22 08:50:35 UTC
:last_generated: 2017-Jul-20 11:22:16 UTC
:virtual_accounts:
- :id: 101342
:name: Ross-1
:product_instances:
- :id: 2373d312-2cd8-4029-9517-8c60037cca8c

:registration_date: 2017-Jun-12 07:25:40 UTC
:last_contact_date: 2017-Jul-02 06:13:47 UTC
:is_active: true
:software_tag_identifier: regid.2013-08.com.cisco.CSR1000V,1.0_1562da96-9176-4f99-a6cb-14b4dd0fa135
:udi_pid: CSR1000V
:hostname: CSR-1000v
:ip_address:
:mac_address:
:udi_serial_number: 97YZFA9VYJK
:host_identifier:
:licenses:
- :tag_id: 1146
:tag: regid.2014-05.com.cisco.ax_2500M,1.0_3e0288f3-4838-47c2-93a8-3d8743850f0c
:consumed_quantity: 1
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:tag: The software tag as defined by ISO 19770, which identifies the license being used by the 
product 

:consumed_quantity: Number of licenses in use 

 

*Note: By default, the hostname, IP address, and MAC address are sent with the request, however this information 
can be excluded from the Synchronization Request File by disabling this option within the Data Privacy Setting (see 
the SSM On-Prem User Guide). 

After the synchronization has completed and optimized, Cisco SSM changes the sync_version: to 2.5.0, and the 
sync_type: to either PARTIAL or FULL.  Cisco SSM copies this information into the Synchronization Request File 
for the next synchronization. 

 
A partial (standard) synchronization means Cisco SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM send only delta product instances 
and licenses (entitlement and usage) from the last synchronization. A full synchronization means that Cisco SSM 
On-Prem and Cisco SSM send all of their respective product instance and licensing information to each other.  Note 
that Cisco SSM is the source of truth for license entitlements and Cisco SSM On-Prem is the source of truth for 
product instances and license usage. 

Synchronization Response File Contents  
After receiving a Synchronization Request File from a Cisco SSM On-Prem, Cisco SSM sends the Synchronization 
response to authorize and synchronizes with Cisco SSM On-Prem.  

A full synchronization occurs when Cisco SSM On-Prem initially registers with Cisco SSM and is reflected in the 
Synchronization Response File.  

When the Cisco SSM On-Prem requests a periodic synchronization with Cisco SSM, Cisco SSM provides in the 
Synchronization Response File certificate information to secure communications between Cisco SSM On-Prem and 
Cisco SSM, and information about the virtual accounts and licenses from Cisco SSM to Cisco SSM On-Prem. 

Figure 7. Synchronization Response File Certificates 

 
Tab lists the components and certificates in the Synchronization Response File. 

 

 

:root_cert_hash: C3CyNDezXF9nJrp6zLpAnUQOMbxQyeDRn/O0x347an0=  
:sync_type: PARTIAL
:device_conversion_data: []
:signature: |-
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Table 5. Certificated Used in the Synchronization Response File 
Certificate Description 

:id_cert Cisco SSM uses these certificates to verify that the Cisco SSM On-Prem is a valid. 
:sub_ca_cert: The licensing agent installed on any Cisco product uses this certificate to verify certificate's 

chain id_cert -> sub_ca -> licensing_root_ca in the Cisco SSM On-Prem application’s 
source code 

:signing_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem uses this certificate to verify that the id_cert was signed by 
licensing_root_ca 

:local_sub_ca_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem and LCS use this certificate to process registrations for 3-Tier 
product instances. This certificate is only included in the Synchronization Response File if 
the Cisco SSM On-Prem has been registered for more than 10 business days. 

For additional information on 3-Tier and 4-Tier certificates, see the Verifying 
Synchronization Response File  

The data in the Synchronization Response File are exchanged between the SSM On-Prem 
and Cisco SSM, and signed with one of the signing certificates listed in this document. To 
verify the content against the signature, use a cryptography library to extract the public key 
from the signing certificate and then use the public key to verify the content against the 
signature.  

In the following example using Ruby: 

OpenSSL::X509::Certificate.new(Base64.decode64(signing_cert)).public_key.verify 
OpenSSL::Digest::SHA256.new, Base64.decode64(signature), content.to_s 

signing_cert: is the signing certificate and content is the content in the yml file 
(anything after the :data field pertains to the signature). The 
content must be converted into a SHA256 digest before 
signing the content and the SHA256 digest must be 
specified as a parameter when attempting to verify the 
certificates. 

The signing certificate and signature in the synchronization Files are Base64 encoded and 
must be decoded when verifying. 

Certificates section on page 11).  
:local_sub_ca_cert_1_1: The local SSM On-Prem LCS and SSM On-Prem use this certificate to process 

registrations for 4-Tier product instances  

The LCS uses this certificate to sign the id_cert when sending data to the PI. The 
registration response files return the sub_ca_cert. For additional information on 3-Tier and 
4-Tier certificates, see the Verifying Synchronization Response File  

The data in the Synchronization Response File are exchanged between the SSM On-Prem 
and Cisco SSM, and signed with one of the signing certificates listed in this document. To 
verify the content against the signature, use a cryptography library to extract the public key 
from the signing certificate and then use the public key to verify the content against the 
signature.  

In the following example using Ruby: 
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OpenSSL::X509::Certificate.new(Base64.decode64(signing_cert)).public_key.verify 
OpenSSL::Digest::SHA256.new, Base64.decode64(signature), content.to_s 

signing_cert: is the signing certificate and content is the content in the yml file 
(anything after the :data field pertains to the signature). The 
content must be converted into a SHA256 digest before 
signing the content and the SHA256 digest must be 
specified as a parameter when attempting to verify the 
certificates. 

The signing certificate and signature in the synchronization Files are Base64 encoded and 
must be decoded when verifying. 

Certificates section on page 11).  
:tg_ssl_cert: The Transport Gateway (TG) uses this certificate to accept secure connections and 

communicate over a secured connection (HTTPs). 

:tg_issuer_cert: The TG uses this certificate to establish CA issue hierarchy. For example, the licensing root 
certificate, embedded in TG source code, issues the tg_issuer_cert which issues the 
tg_ssl_cert. 

:satellite_cert: The online LCS uses this certificate to sign the local_sub_ca_cert_1_1 for the local offline 
LCS 

:ssms_ssl_cert: The Cisco SSM On-Prem uses this certificate to accept secure connections allowing the 
web browser to communicate to the Cisco SSM On-Prem over a secured connection 
(HTTPS). 

Figure 8 shows additional information contained in the Synchronization Response File. 

 

Figure 8. Components in the Synchronization Response File 

 

Table defines some of the components shown in Figure 8 

 

:data:
:authentication:
:id_cert: |-

:local_sub_ca_cert:

:collector_instance_id: 4cdd0470-e5e4-0132-a310-005056841670
:satellite_name: Ross-SSMS-SCH4.1.2-Prod-OVF10
:last_generated: 2017-Jul-20 11:25:48 UTC
:last_sync: 2017-Jul-20 11:22:16 UTC

:synchronization:
:products:
- :id: 3662

:display_name: Cisco IOS XRV 9000 Router
- :id: 3642

:product_type: IOSXRV
:software_tag_id: regid.2017-07.com.cisco.IOS-XRv9000,1.0_5a181e3a-27db-4cbc-8996-fb083ddbd594

- :id: 3682
:virtual_accounts:

- :id: 101342
:name: Ross-1
:smart_account_id: 10560
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Table 6 Additional Components in the Synchronization Response File 
Component  Definition 
:collector_instance_id:  This is the ID assigned to this Cisco SSM On-Prem to uniquely identify the Cisco SSM 

On-Prem to Cisco 

:satellite_name: This is the name of the SSM On-Prem that is configured in the Administration workspace. 
:last_generated: This is the timestamp of the last time the Synchronization Request File was generated. 
:last-sync: This is the timestamp of the last time the Cisco SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM 

synchronized, and is used to identify the net new data since that synchronization.  
:synchronization: These lines identify the product instances, types, and licenses registered in the Cisco SSM 

On-Prem and were synchronized to Cisco SSM. 
:virtual_accounts: These lines identify Cisco virtual accounts registered in the SSM On-Prem and were 

synchronized to Cisco SSM. 

 

Third Party License 

With the support of third party integration, Cisco SSM can also send the provider information in the 
Synchronization Response File during a full synchronization with the SSM On-Prem.  The provider information can 
indicate thirdparty support for SpeechView, Apple Push Notifications, and PnP respectively. 

 

Device-Led Conversion 

When using Device-Led Conversion (DLC) support, Cisco SSM provides SSM On-Prem conversion information in 
the device_conversion_response: field of the Synchronization Response File for registered PIs that initiate DLC to 
the SSM On-Prem.  

The following example (Figure 9) shows the information copied into the Synchronization Response File, after the 
synchronization has completed. 

Figure 9 Data that Cisco SSM Copied into the Synchronization Response File 

 

Verifying Synchronization Response File  
The data in the Synchronization Response File are exchanged between the SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM, and 
signed with one of the signing certificates listed in this document. To verify the content against the signature, use a 
cryptography library to extract the public key from the signing certificate and then use the public key to verify the 
content against the signature.  

In the following example using Ruby: 

OpenSSL::X509::Certificate.new(Base64.decode64(signing_cert)).public_key.verify 
OpenSSL::Digest::SHA256.new, Base64.decode64(signature), content.to_s 

:device_conversion_response:    
- :sudi:        

:udi_pid: CSR1000V      
:udi_serial_number: 90MDZP3IDHJ   

:conversion_status: FAILED 
:status_message_localized:      
:status_message: Dlc Conversion not allowed.
:software_tag_identifier: regid.2013-08.com.cisco.CSR1000V,1.0_1562da96-9176-4f99-a6cb-
14b4dd0fa135      
:conversion_response_line: []
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signing_cert: is the signing certificate and content is the content in the yml file (anything after the :data field 
pertains to the signature). The content must be converted into a SHA256 digest before signing the content and the 
SHA256 digest must be specified as a parameter when attempting to verify the certificates. 

The signing certificate and signature in the synchronization Files are Base64 encoded and must be decoded when 
verifying. 

Certificates used for Product Registration 
Before the SSM On-Prem can accept registrations from product instances, the SSM On-Prem has to register with 
Cisco SSM. During the initial Registration, the CSR from a SSM On-Prem to a Cisco SSM is signed immediately. 
However, changes must be made to the product smart agent, SSM On-Prem, and Cisco SSM for the trust chain to 
work automatically. 

Before the automation had been implemented, the previous trust chain consisted of three levels of certificates (3-
Tier) from the device to SSM On-Prem to Cisco SSM.  

To facilitate automation of the trust chain validation, an additional certificate was added to set four levels of 
certificates (4-Tier). 

When using 4-Tier certificate, the smart agents, SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM must exchange a new message type 
to verify that the smart agents, SSM On-Prem and Cisco SSM supports a 3-Tier or 4-Tier certificate. 

If Cisco products have not implemented the latest smart agent code (1.5+), and require a 3-Tier certificate from 
Cisco SSM, there is a wait period of 10 business days after registering the SSM On-Prem with Cisco SSM. Ten 
business days are required after synchronization with Cisco SSM for the 3-Tier certificate to be completely 
embedded in the :local_sub_ca_cert: response field. At that point, the 3-Tier devices can be registered to SSM On-
Prem. 

Cisco products can vary in their Cisco Smart Agent implementation. Therefore, it can be difficult to know which 
version of Cisco Smart Agent has embed this functionality. As of 07 May 2019, the 3-Tier products are ASAv, 
FMC, vCUSP, CBR8, and 5921.  To determine the Smart Agent software version, consult the specific product’s 
User Guide. 

Verifying X.509 Certificates 
All certificates exchanged between the SSM On-Prem and Cisco are issued by the Cisco Smart Licensing CA. The 
following example shows the certificate information for the id_cert from an SSL decoder at 
https://www.sslshopper.com/certificate-decoder.html 

 

A common name is the unique identifier for the SSM On-Prem represented by collector_instance_id in the 
Synchronization File.  
 


